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M&M's (styled as m&m's) are "colorful button-shaped chocolates" produced by Mars, Incorporated. 
The candy shell, each of which has the letter "m" printed in lower case on one side, surrounds a filling 
which varies depending upon the variety of M&M's. The original candy had a milk chocolate filling 
which, upon introducing other variations, was branded as the "plain" variety. "Peanut" M&M's, which 
feature a peanut coated in milk chocolate, and finally a candy shell, were the first variation to be 
introduced, and they remain a regular variety. Numerous other variations have been introduced, some 
of which are regular widespread varieties (such as "peanut butter", "almond", "pretzel", "crispy", and 
"dark chocolate"), while others are limited in duration or geographic availability.
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M&M's originated in the United States in 1941, and are now sold in as many as 100 countries. More 
than 400 million individual M&M's are produced every day in the United States.[  They are produced 
in different colors, some of which have changed over the years. The candy-coated chocolate concept 
was inspired by a method used to allow soldiers to carry chocolate without having it melt. The 
company's longest-lasting slogan reflects this: "Melts in your mouth, not in your hand.""Better 
with M"

History
Plain/Milk Chocolate M&M's were introduced in 1941.

Forrest Mars, Sr., son of the Mars Company founder, Frank C. Mars, copied the idea for the candy in 
the 1930s during the Spanis Civil War when he saw soldiers eating British made Smarties, chocolate 
pellets with a colored shell of what confectioners call hard panning (essentially hardened sugar syrup) 
surrounding the outside, preventing the candies from melting. Mars received a patent for his own 
process on March 3, 1941. The two "Ms" represent the names of Forrest E. Mars Sr., the founder of 
Newark Company, and Bruce Murrie, son of Hershey Chocolate's president William F. R. Murrie, who 
had a 20 percent share in the product. The arrangement allowed the candies to be made with Hershey 
chocolate, as Hershey had control of the rationed chocolate at the time.

In 1950, a black "M" was imprinted on the candies giving them a unique trademark. It was changed to 
white 

In the early 1950s, the Midwest Research Institute (now MRIGlobal) in Kansas City, Missouri, worked 
on behalf of M&M's to perfect a process whereby 3,300 pounds (1,500 kg) of chocolate centers could 
be coated every hour.

Peanut M&M's were introduced in 1954, but first appeared only in the color tan. They were debuted at 
the same time as the tag line "Melts in your mouth, not in your hand." In 1960, M&M's added the 
yellow, red, and green colors.

in 1976, orange was added to the M&M rainbow to replace red, which was discontinued due to the red 
dye scare over Red Dyes #2 and #4 having been evaluated to be carcinogenic in nature. In spite of the 
fact that M&M's had used the less controversial Red Dye #40, the public was wary of any food being 
dyed red. Red M&M's were re-introduced in 1987.

1980s

In the 1980s, M&M's were introduced internationally to Australia, Canada, Europe, Hong Kong, Japan,
Malaysia, and the United Kingdom.

Varieties
M&M's varieties have included the following sizes and fillings:

 sizes: regular (in the following flavors), minis, mega (x3 the chocolate) and the "chocolate bar". 

 chocolate: milk chocolate, dark chocolate, white chocolate 
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 nut: peanuts, almonds, peanut butter, dark chocolate peanut, strawberried peanut butter 

 spice and herb: mint chocolate, cinnamon, pumpkin spice, white chocolate peppermint, holiday 

mint, gingerbread, mint crisp, pumpkin spice latte, mocha, coffee nut, honey nut, and chili nut.[

 fruit: orange chocolate, cherry, raspberry, cherry cordial, pineapple, coconut, candy apple 

 dessert: pretzel, birthday cake, white chocolate candy corn, red velvet, dulce de leche, white 

chocolate carrot cake, vanilla shake, crispy, three milks (tres leche), and pecan pie. 

Marketing
Over the years, marketing has helped build and expand the M&M's brand. Computer-animated 
graphics, personification of the candies as characters with cartoon-like storytelling, and various 
merchandising techniques including the introduction of new flavors, colors and customizable 
merchandise have helped to increase the brand's recognition as a candy icon.

Marketing campaigns

In 1990, M&M's exhibited at New York's Erie County Fair a life-size fiberglass cow covered with 
66,000 M&M candies—each adhered by hand with the "m" logo on each candy facing outward. 
According to a website run by the cow's designer, Michael Adams, the stunt earned M&M Mars 
$1 million in free publicity because it was reported on by Newsweek magazine, as well as the New York
Post, UPI and WABC-TV, and Live with Regis.

In 1995, the company ran the M&M's Color Campaign, a contest in which participants were given the 
choice of selecting purple, blue, or pink as the color of a new variety of M&M's. The announcement of 
the winning color (blue) was carried on most of the television networks' news programs as well as the 
talk shows of David Letterman and Jay Leno. As part of the contest results, the company had the 
Empire State Building lighted in blue. Although the financial details of these deals were not disclosed 
and neither was the campaign's effect on sales, one marketing book estimated that the company 
"collected millions" in free publicity and that the campaign "certainly" resulted in an increasing of the 
brand's awareness.

In 2013, M&M's launched the "Better with M" campaign, which included cause-related marketing. 
The campaign worked with Habitat for Humanity and encouraged fans to use a Facebook app to 
volunteer at the various sites where the homes were being built. The advertising campaign was one of 
the largest that Mars had ever executed.[28] The 2013 "America Better With M" initiative sough to 
provide money directly to Habitat for Humanity through offering limited versions of M&Ms in red, 
white and blue.
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M&M's characters

 
The six "spokes candies" for M&M's since 2012

Early black-and-white adverts for the candy in 1954 featured two talking,  M&M characters - one plain 
and one peanut - diving into a swimming pool full of chocolate.

Concurrent with 1995's blue M&M campaign, M&M's introduced computer animated "spokes candies"
in their television commercials. 

Female M&M's mascots were introduced in 1995. Green was the milk chocolate mascot and Tan was 
the peanut. Marketing discontinued Tan when they introduced the then new Blue mascot. Green was 
the only female M&M's mascot from her introduction in 1995 until 2012, when M&M's unveiled a new
additional spokes candy, the businesslike Ms. Brown (v

In early 1995, Mars ran a promotion in which consumers were invited to vote on which of blue, pink, 
or purple would replace the tan M&M's. Blue was the winner, replacing tan in the fall of 1995. 
Consumers could vote by calling 1-800-FUN-COLOR. Ads for the new blue colors featured a plain and
an almond blue M&M character as Red and Yellow take notice of trying to do takes in the commercial 
by painting themselves blue where they appear on stage with B.B. King singing the blues, but the 
filmmakers had to cut the scene as they were not the real blue M&M's; another featured Red and 
Yellow holding their breath to look like the new blue M&M's, where Steven Weber sees the three 
M&M's, Red, Yellow, and Blue; and one more featuring Weber talking to the blue M&M if he had 
dived into the chocolate pool, but did not.

On January 1, 2004, at the stroke of midnight, Mars removed all of the colors of M&M's and made 
them black-and-white on both their candies and the packaging. It coincided with a commercial 
parodying The Wizard of Oz where Dorothy is home in bed and looks out of the window and sees what 
the colors of the four M&M's were. The goal was to help the M&M's find their colors in black-and-
white packages of M&M's, in this order: brown, orange, red, green, yellow, and blue. After all of the 
colors have been found, the colored packaging returned, and began carrying the theme "Chocolate is 
better in color".

Since 2004 M&M's have been available on-line in 17 colors, with personalized phrases on each candy 
on the opposite side from the "m".
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Why The Blue  Candies Were Eliminated
In 1941, M&M were included in the flight bag of the flight crews of every bomber that left England for
Germany.  M&Ms provided quick energy and no mess.   Flight crews reported that the blue color tasted
funny and were considered unlucky.   The blue color was dropped.   There were no blue M&Ms until 
1955.

Health concerns
Red candies were eliminated in 1976 because of health concerns over the dye amaranth (FD&C Red 
#2), which was a suspected carcinogen, and were replaced with orange-colored candies. This was done 
despite the fact that M&M's did not contain the dye; the action was purely to satisfy worried 
consumers. Red candies were reintroduced ten years later, but they also kept the orange colored 
M&M's. 

M&M Color Summary
The following is a summary of the changes to the colors of the flagship (milk chocolate) flavor of 
M&M's, the only filling manufactured continuously since the beginning of the brand. From 1941 until 
1969, each package contained M&M's in five different colors; when red M&M's were reintroduced in 
1987, they were added as a sixth color instead of replacing any of the existing colors.

End   
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